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I have struggled to do this article more than any other I have done so far. As you all
know, we lost Grandmaster Shin on July 9th. The entire Association mourns his passing and
misses him very much, but this is also a time for us to reflect on how Kwan Chang Nim
affected our lives, and to ponder his many accomplishments.
The article I have submitted for our newsletter is one we published back in August of
2010. It was written shortly after the last World Championship, and it is about Kwan Chang
Nim Shin's, and Grandmaster Beaudoin's promotions. GM Shin's promotion to 9th Dan was a
historic event in itself, but certainly GM Beaudoin's step up to 8th Dan added to the value of
the day.
WTSDA is advertised as a traditional martial art, Traditional Tang Soo Do to be exact.
Many advertise their style as traditional, but do not really follow the old etiquette to which we
are bound. GM Shin and GM Beaudoin have set the bar pretty high. By demonstrating great
perseverance and dedication, they have challenged us to follow their example. Our beloved
association is alive and well, and is now under a new leadership of a man I have admired for
years, as a mentor and as a very good friend.
Please reread this article, and reflect on the joy we as a world association felt that day.
Few persons in history have accomplished as much as Kwan Chang Nim Shin did. He has left
us a lasting legacy. It is up to us to carry the torch forward. Under the guidance of GM
Beaudoin and his team, we will continue to grow, and to spread the art of World Tang Soo Do
around the globe.
It’s not every day one gets to witness a
real historical event, but the folks attending
this years’ World Championship got to do just
that. The World Championships have always
been magical—filled with high hopes, dreams,
and expectations. The Championship of 2010
is sure to go down as one of the best ever.
Today the
WTSDA boasts
over 150,000
members;
virtually all knew
this was a special
occasion. This
was the event
chosen for
Grandmaster
Shin to accept his
9th degree rank in
Black Belt, his
last promotion in
Tang Soo Do.

And for icing on the cake, Master Robert
Beaudoin became Grandmaster Beaudoin, as
Kwan Chang Nim (right after his own
promotion to 9th degree) presented him with a
new 8th Dan belt in a ceremony that will live in
the memory of all those present that day.
I guess I have been with the Association
since it was first
formed. I have had
the opportunity to
observe many come
and go over the
years, as our
organization has
gone through many
changes. I believe
the trials we have
faced have made us
stronger, and have
brought us closer
(Continued on page 2)
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promoted to higher rank, it is so refreshing
to be a part of a style that holds to
traditional values. Values that demand
together in unity. The journey of the
(especially in higher rank) that rank is not
WTSDA reached a new plateau with
a store bought item. That rank must be
these new promotions to higher rank. We earned through a life of dedication—
have much further to go and much more
dedication to something larger than any
to accomplish as an association, but it is
individual.
such a good feeling to savor this historic
Great Grandmaster Shin and
moment.
Grandmaster Beaudoin have set the bar
With all of the folks who have broken for all to see. Master Beaudoin has
away from their roots, and have received waited patiently for 28 years for his
meaningless rank from organizations
promotion to Grandmaster, 8th Dan. He
geared on instant reward and the almighty has demonstrated great perseverance
dollar, and with all of those who have self- and loyalty. As we used to like to say in

2010 World Championship
(Continued from page 1)

the Rangers, “He walks the talk.”
Grandmaster Shin is teaching all of
us about the beauty of martial arts, as he
takes us to a new plateau, and on a
renewed quest to be our best. It is an
exciting time to be a Black Belt. For those
of us who attended this Championship,
we will have this memory to relish for
some time. For those students who
missed the Championship, I recommend
you talk to someone who was there, and
listen to their stories of competition,
camaraderie, fun, and magic one can
experience at Worlds.

Attitude in Adversity – TSD and Medical Crisis
By Wayne Rosenkrans, Sam Dan
February 6 – I woke up and got out of
bed to use the bathroom and promptly fell
over. After getting back up I struggled to
get to the other side of the room, my
balance being compromised. That's a
very scary feeling when you don't know
what's affecting you that way, but there
was a strange neural virus going around
that I dismissed it to. Big mistake and one
I won't make again. My wife was
concerned, but I played the macho stoic
and shrugged it off. By the end of the day
my balance hadn't returned and my left
arm and leg were starting to not feel right.
Again my wife was concerned, but I
shrugged it off and said we would wait till
the morning to see if it was any better
before we call the doctor. Morning came
and it wasn't any better and by now I was
starting to get scared. We called the
doctor who said, "Go straight to the
emergency room quickly."
At the ER, we were met by a pleasant
nurse who took one look at me and took
me back to a treatment room while my
wife filled out paperwork. Within a couple
of hours I’d had blood work, a
neurological exam, a CAT scan, and 45
minutes in the MRI (not a pleasant
experience, but more about that later).
That evening the neurologist came in with
both good and bad news. The bad news
was I'd had a stroke, which he described
as a microvascular infarct of the right
cerebellum with left hemiparesis. In other
words, a small clot (probably arterial
plaque rather than blood) had lodged in
that portion of the brain that controlled
balance and some left side functions. The
good news was the event was over, but
inflammation at the site was just starting
so things would get worse over the next
three days before they got better, but they
would get better. Once the inflammation
went down a truly remarkable process
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that all our bodies have called neural
plasticity begins and function can return.
The doctor indicated that because I was
relatively healthy probably 80% would
return in the first six months and the rest
over the course of a year.
Why did this happen to me? Simple
really, I hadn't been paying attention.
When I went into the ER, my blood sugar
was over 400, my A1C over 12, blood
pressure 185/97, I weighed 220 lbs., and
had a history of type II diabetes in my
family. Despite the fact I was physically
active and didn't consider myself obese or
eating poorly, I had all the classic risk
factors for stroke and the odds simply
caught up with me. I was admitted to the
hospital for three days in the stroke unit,
and then transferred to Bryn Mawr
rehabilitation Hospital. The road to
recovery was about to begin. Bryn Mawr
has three floors; first floor is orthopedic
therapy, second floor brain injury, and the
third floor is the stroke floor. I was moved
onto third floor for what they thought might
be at least a month's stay. Part of the
current thinking around stroke therapy is
immediate and heavy therapy combined
with goal setting and psychological
support. My team, which consisted of a
physician therapist, an endocrinologist, a
physical therapist, an occupational
therapist, a speech therapist, and a
psychologist began work immediately
following a battery of blood and function
tests.
First order of business from the
psychologist was the goal setting–what
were my goals for therapy? I had two
which came to mind very quickly; we had
planned a family trip to Florida in early
March which I wanted to do and Masters
Camp was coming up in mid March. This
was my second year at Masters and
hence a very important event. Those

were my goals, goals which the team
thought overly ambitious but I stuck to
them. Therapy is pretty grueling, several
hours each morning and afternoon split
between physical, occupational, and
speech therapy. I really didn't have any
speech deficits so we were able to
dispense with that therapy fairly quickly
and concentrate on the physical therapy
which focused on my leg and walking and
the occupational therapy which focused
on my arm and fine motor coordination.
My TSD conditioning certainly helped to
handle the rigorous therapy, but there
were other factors equally important if not
more so. First and foremost was the
continuous presence of my wife Barbara
who was there virtually every day
cheering me on. Second were the
frequent visits from Master Vaughn,
Master Lipstein, Mr. Altiere, Dr. Painter,
and others from the dojang. Dr. Painter
brought with him one day a bunch of "get
well soon" posters from the class at
Phoenixville which went up around the
room and were the source of many
comments from the nursing and
therapeutic staff. Work colleagues from
Boston and Washington also visited or
called as well as colleagues from Astra
Zeneca days.
Without doubt, however, the attitude
conferred by the TSD training was a major
factor. Many of the others on the floor
with me had the attitude of, "Why did this
happen to me, etc." And many of them
are still there. My focus on time with
family and Masters Camp pushed me to
excel at the therapeutics on a daily basis.
Even during the MRI, I was able to focus
on my forms during the 45 minutes of
being in a very small space with an
incredible amount of noise constantly
(Continued on page 3)
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around me and unable to move. The end
of February was approaching. Would I be
released from the hospital in time to do
our Florida trip and ultimately the camp?
A week before we were to leave, the
physician therapist came to see me with
the news they would probably release me
February 28th with the understanding that
I wouldn't be driving to Florida. My focus,
attitude and support had paid off with
success. I was released at the end of the
day February 28th with an expectation I
would start outpatient therapy when we
were back from Florida and after camp.
We left for Florida on March 4th with my
wife and daughter taking turns driving and
had a marvelous several days.
The major test was coming, however.
I still had a little trouble walking, going up
and down stairs, and with fine motor
coordination. Master Vaughn and Master
Lipstein had informed me while still in the
hospital that grandmaster Shin would
allow me to attend camp, but not actively
participate in the physical activities. I
knew I had to rely not only on my own
strength, but on that of my TSD family to
successfully navigate camp and the travel
to and from Alabama. The trip to Alabama
with the other Vaughn’s attendees was
challenging but pleasant. On arrival at
camp I was met b y Master Britt and
Master Mimidis who were to be my
champions and minders for the camp. As
camp progressed I would do the warmups to the best of my ability, then sit to the
side and watch. That first night each of
the candidates had an opportunity to

address their fellow candidates on their
thoughts going into the camp experience.
I related my story of the stroke and found
it difficult to finish the story. The
candidate group at Masters Camp
becomes a close-knit bunch, and several
took me under their wing to help me
through the days – in particular Nicole
Peterman who was next to me in line,
helped me up from the floor each time,
and made sure I made it between the gym
and the dining hall each day.
Test night came quickly and each of
the candidates was actively preparing
themselves for the evening. I would have
to content myself with watching the
proceedings and urging my fellow
candidates on through the night. Then it
was over and the next morning we all
gathered once more for breakfast. The
candidate group had been asked to
provide a speaker for a videotape that
was being made for Grandmaster Shin in
his absence and I was elected to
represent the group. I was a bit stunned
to be asked to represent the candidates,
but not as stunned as I was to be at the
final lunchtime proceedings. Each year a
number of awards are given out at camp,
one of which is the Spirit award voted on
at camp by all the attendees. I was totally
flabbergasted when Grandmaster
Beaudoin announced my name as winner
of the Spirit award for 2012. My legs went
weak, I had trouble mounting the platform,
and I couldn't finish my acceptance
comments before emotion overwhelmed
me. I don't remember much of the trip
home later that day.
Shortly after returning to Philadelphia,
Master Vaughn informed me that

Grandmaster Shin had told him that if I
successfully attended camp and had the
other requirements finished, I would be
promoted to Sah Dan Instructor with my
group. Both he and Master Lipstein had
hinted at that while I was still in the
hospital and I'm certain that helped to
galvanize my efforts in therapy. The
promotion checklist arrived shortly after
that and the promotion notification after I
had returned the checklist.
I was in outpatient therapy for
another two months and the doctor was
quite correct in his prognosis;, I've
regained probably 80% of my functionality
and the rest is coming slowly. The news
of grandmaster Shin's passing struck me
particularly hard given the events of the
spring and I would like to dedicate my
Spirit award from Masters Camp in his
gracious memory.
So what now? Well, all of my
"numbers" are where they should be;
blood sugar averaging 120, A1C at four,
blood pressure 118/77, and weight at 160,
all well within the normal range and I will
be keeping them there for the future. I am
now at a high risk for a second stroke
purely because of the first and I have no
intention of putting myself, my family, or
my colleagues through that again. Moral
of the story – pay attention to what your
body is telling you, keep your numbers
where they should be, and if you think you
need to go to the hospital, go! I'll be
formally promoted to Sah Dan in October
and plan many more years in the service
of Tang Soo Do and the memory of
Grandmaster Shin. Tang Soo!

Special Training for Black Belt Club Members
By Master Lipstein
Are you a member of Vaughn’s
Dojang’s Black Belt Club? If so, you’re
about to enjoy a special benefit.
Beginning in October, the senior Dans in
the Dojang will be teaching some special
techniques and applications to members
of the Black Belt Club. These special
sessions will occur on the first Saturday of
every month, from 10:15 to 11:15.
Students who wish to participate should
be prepared to warm up with the Cho Dan
Bo class at 10:00, then will be asked to
bow out to go to a separate area of the
Dojang to train with a senior instructor.
Note, however, that the first special class
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will occur on October 13, since the first
Saturday is Master Wick’s seminar.
Classes will include topics such as
mastering the bong (Mr. Mentley), knife
defense (Master Lipstein), sparring
techniques (Doc Rosenkrans), Hapkido
(Master Lipstein and Mr. Altiere), as well
as many other new and intriguing
approaches to traditional training.
Professor Weinberg and Dr. Feuston will
be among the other regular instructors,
and occasional special instruction will
come from Dr. Painter, Mrs. Winsko,
Mr. Summers and Mrs. Mentley.

Anyone who is a member of the
Black Belt Club is invited to attend, and
there is no additional cost—the training is
one of the benefits of being a member of
the Club. In the event there are ever
conflicts with the first Saturday of the
month, the class will be rescheduled for
the next available Saturday. Notices of
the actual date, instructor and topic to be
covered will be posted on the Dojang
blackboard and posted on the Dojang
website, so make it a point to check out
the schedule, and become a participant.
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Adult Black Belt Camp 2012: Focusing Body and Mind
By Shannon Mudd, Cho Dan Bo
As a Cho Dan Bo, this summer I was
able to attend my first Black Belt Camp and
I was disappointed ... disappointed that it
only happens once a year! What a
fantastic way to spend 40 hours. I was
able to challenge myself physically and
mentally, learn and refine techniques,
renew bonds with friends in our own and
other dojangs, and even spend time with
my wife, Jenifer (a benefit of training as a
family!)
Black Belt camp is a well-organized,
thoughtfully-designed experience that gives
participants the opportunity to focus on
Tang Soo Do for an extended period of
time. And true to the values established in
the WTSDA by Grandmaster Shin, it is a
total experience, engaging your mind, body
and spirit.
The venue again this year was
Elizabethtown College (EC) with its
beautiful campus and grounds.
Elizabethtown's events crew (all students)
settled us in and, although the WTSDA
Region 8 organizers were in charge of all
our activities, the EC events crew made
sure we had all we needed. And, counter
to my own college experiences, EC food
was quite good!
I was immediately impressed with the
wealth of talents in Region 8 during the first
evening when all participants gathered in
the gym to hear a number of speakers.
Their job was to get us thinking about how
we relate to our training, the association,
and the world around us. Some of the
speakers were quite inspiring and all were
thought-provoking. One of the images that
has stuck with me came from the second
night of speakers in a talk by Mr. David
Perez from Black Belt Academy. He
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pointed out the problem when people don't
take their training too seriously, not putting
their "all" into it. While we may tell
ourselves that this is OK because we will
"rise to the occasion," should something
ever require a real response, research tells
otherwise. Mr. Perez provided us with
anecdotes, many of them military, that
indicated people do not rise to the
occasion, rather they "fall to the level of
their training." So, if you want to know how
you are likely to respond in a situation that
calls upon your training, look at how you
perform your techniques during training. It
is likely to be a good indicator of how you
will respond in the moment. So, as he
exhorted, train hard! Train with focus,
energy and good technique!
Saturday morning began back in the
gym with our own Master Lipstein leading
the group in Ki Gong, specifically Tae Kuk
Ki Gong. From the first time I was
introduced to this practice I have been
drawn to it as "moving meditation."
Meditation is not why most people sign up
for martial arts training. But our practice of

Ki Gong at Black Belt camp reminds us that
TSD is more than just learning to
fight/defend ourselves. It is also about a
way of life that includes time spent on
meditation and orienting our minds as well
as our bodies toward health and well-being.
After breakfast we assembled on the
field for hyung (forms), and what a treat
that was! Imagine the ki energy of three
hundred+ people performing forms in
synch, our ki haps echoing off the
surrounding buildings. This, in itself, made
the weekend worthwhile. But there was
more! The morning and afternoon had
selections of breakout sessions giving you
the opportunity to further your training in a
host of different ways, such as the use of
weapons, practical application of hyung,
sparring, etc. What a privilege to be able to
learn from some of the many fine teachers
among our Region 8 senior black belts and
masters. Saturday evening brought us
more inspiring speakers and I would bet
most people went to bed early! It was a full
day.
Sunday continued our training with
more Ki Gong, breakout sessions and then
another hour of hyung. Imagine doing
Bassai again and again for an hour! With
each successive form, I found myself
discovering more about my own strengths
and weaknesses. The repetitions gave me
the opportunity to focus on specific
improvements (maintaining balance,
movement of my head to see an imagined
opponent in anticipation of the next move,
etc.) and by the end, I felt sure-footed and
in control, although also physically tired!
Closing ceremonies included the
awarding of black belts to a host of Region
8 students. It was wonderful to see so
many from our own studio advancing and
to be there to shake their hands and offer
congratulations for their hard work and
well-earned advancement.
I am already looking forward to next
year!
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2012 WTDSA World Championship
By Rick Braun, Cho Dan
The 2012 World Tang Soo Do World
Championship was very memorable to me
in many ways. Nearly 2000 competitors
came from around the world this year to
celebrate the life of our beloved Kwan
Chang Nim, the World Tang Soo Do
Association’s 30th anniversary, and the
dedication of Grand Master Shin’s lifelong
dream of the WTSDA World
Headquarters.
I was honored to begin my sojourn to
Worlds Thursday evening with my friends
and travelling companions Professor
Weinberg and Doctor Painter. After a
very, very long 11 hour drive down to
Greensboro we arrived at our respective
hotels at 3:30am Friday morning. Who
would have thought the intent to avoid the
Baltimore and Washington DC rush hour
traffic by going the “scenic route” by way
of the eastern shore of Maryland and
across the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
Tunnel would afford us so much time to
chit chat, but it did. Note to self: Don’t
EVER, EVER go that way again!
Upon waking early at 8am on Friday
and understanding from my roommate,
Mr. Wolfrom, that our hotel provided free
breakfast, Mr. Wolfrom, Doc Thompson,
Alec Thompson and I rushed down to the
lobby because a free breakfast is a FREE
BREAKFAST. It was there that I began to
encounter a number of Vaughn’s students
and competitors, as well as many
competitors from as far away as Alaska
and Michigan. Everyone
was excited and you
could feel the energy
starting to build. After a
brief breakfast, we
donned our uniforms and
headed over to the
Greensboro Coliseum.
When we arrived, we
found the Vaughn’s
Demo team putting
together its sets with Mr.
Altiere, Doc Rosenkrans
and Doc Painter’s
assistance. Mr. Altiere
good-naturedly teased
me about taking so much
vacation recently, but not
being able to leave on
Thursday at a
reasonable hour. I’m
sure we were arriving
just as he was getting
up!
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The competition started on time and
the spectators found seats. Once the
demonstrations started, the audience was
treated to watching many amazing
demonstrations. Although Vaughn’s
Demo team didn’t place, they looked
great! You could tell that they had worked
hard and put their heart and soul into the
demo. After the demonstrations the Black
Belt competitions started. Vaughn’s Black
Belts competed well. I especially enjoyed
watching Ms. Maher, Mrs. Mudd, Ms.
Ameer, Mr. Jordan Mudd, and Mr. Froman
competing. While finding our competitors
in their respective rings, I walked past the
large photograph of Grandmaster Shin
several times and it seemed that he was
watching and judging the competitors as
he always has.
Saturday came early with an awards
ceremony. Vaughn’s own Mrs. Winsko
received the Student of the Year award.
Congratulations, Mrs. Winsko! We were
also treated to an AWESOME Masters
demonstration. You could tell that they
had spent most of Friday night rehearsing
while the rest of us enjoyed dinner.
Afterwards the Gup competitions began. I
enjoyed watching Michaela Forte, Baron
Dhungana and Mr. Mudd compete. Each
did well, but Mr. Mudd took the Sr. Gup
Championship! Congratulations, Mr.
Mudd!
Sunday morning many of us made
the short trip to new Headquarters and

watched the ribbon cutting and dedication
ceremony. It was a very nice ceremony;
however, it was sad that Grandmaster
Shin was not there to see it. I’m sure he
was watching all of us and smiling,
though! Afterwards, everyone gathered
for a memorial service on the
Headquarters property. Many of the
Senior Masters and Kwan Chang Nim
Beaudoin relayed heart-felt stories about
our amazing leader and teacher
Grandmaster Shin. Our own Master
Vaughn described his relationship with his
instructor and friend of 42 years. The
service was very well done.
At the completion of the service I
rejoined my traveling companions and
headed back home via a more direct route
up I95. Professor Weinberg regaled
Doctor Painter and me with many of his
life’s stories. The most interesting and
humorous were about his time as a prison
warden. We made good time and got
home nearly eight hours later.
Although I did not compete at the
World Tournament, I feel honored to have
been able to watch so many skilled
competitors, see first-hand the new world
headquarters and to attend the memorial
service for our Grandmaster Shin. I plan
returning to the World Championship in
2014 and competing.
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My Ongoing Journey through Karate and Life
By David Keller, Cho Dan
Editor’s Note: Mr. Keller prepared this essay for his E Dan requirement. It is being reprinted with his permission.
This essay is dedicated to the
memory of Grandmaster J. C. Shin.
1936-2012
When I first started Karate I was eight
years old. I would have never thought
that I would get this far in my journey
through the ranks. On the day that I
tested for my Black Belt I was very
nervous, tired, and sweaty. But I thought
about the long journey that I had made to
get to that point and never gave up. I
think that helped me pass my Black Belt
test. It felt really good.
When Master Vaughn tied that Black
Belt around my waist I knew that I had
reached my goal but I also knew that I
had a lot more goals and challenges to
reach and get through. Since I’ve
become a Black Belt I have loved
teaching other students and helping them
with their journeys to Black Belt. I have
also liked learning new techniques and
forms. However, since school soccer has
started, I became involved in travel
soccer, I joined track, and I’ve needed to
take time away to visit my grandparents in
Rhode Island. It’s been hard for me to
keep up with everything, but I’ve used the
principles I’ve learned from karate to help
me focus. And with that I’ve been able to
work at making more time for karate.
One of the reasons that I stay with
Tang Soo Do is that it helps me get
through challenges and stay strong during
hard situations. An example of a
challenge that my family and I recently
faced is when my grandmother had a
massive heart attack and none of us knew
if she was going to make it. She spent
over five weeks in a hospital in its
intensive unit. Over that time my family
and I kept a strong spirit and hope. I
believe that Tang Soo Do helped me do
that and now my grandmother is at home,
back on her feet, and doing well.
Grandmaster Shin also taught me
that you should never give up, just like
when my family was worrying for my
grandmother. This reminds me of one of
the tenets of Tang Soo Do, indomitable
spirit. This means keeping a strong spirit
and never giving up. I believe that if
everyone has this in their head they can
never lose.
Grandmaster Jae C. Shin was a huge
inspiration for me and everyone in Tang
Soo Do. Grandmaster Shin started his
journey in martial arts in Korea when he
was twelve. That’s four years older than
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when I started. He began training at the
Seoul Moo Duk Kwan Central Gym and
his master was Master Hwang Kee.
Grandmaster Shin always said his favorite
pastime was teaching and when he
became a First Dan he started teaching
as an assistant instructor at this gym. He
then started teaching at many other
places like colleges, and police and
military institutions. When Grandmaster
Shin was recruited into the Korean Air
Force in 1958 he taught American
soldiers for the first time. After that he
came to the United States. When he
arrived in 1968 he was honored by Black
Belt Magazine which called him one of the
most legendary martial arts figures ever. I
thought this was very amazing and
inspiring to a lot of people including me.
Grandmaster Shin mixed all of his
teaching and six fields of expertise to
teach the art that we call Tang Soo Do.
He dedicated his whole life to Tang Soo
Do and I think that is what inspired me the
most. Sadly Grandmaster Shin has just
passed away after a strong fight with
cancer. This does not mean that his
teaching is over. We can still pass along
his teaching and knowledge to the next
generation of martial artists. I am looking
forward to being one of those to help do
this.
Another tenet of Tang Soo Do is
perseverance. I can’t imagine how hard it
must have been for Grandmaster Shin to
leave his home country and travel all the
way to the United States and then start a
brand new form of martial arts. The only
way for him to have achieved so much
success with our organization was to
persevere against great odds for many
many years. I hope that I can show even
a small amount of his perseverance in my
life, either as a karate student, at school,
in sports, or other things that I try.
That makes me think about how I can
improve in karate. Grandmaster Shin
taught that one of the best ways to do that
is to work on the basics. I am pretty good
at my forms, especially Naihanchi Cho
Dan and Bassai. My timing is good and
my techniques are crisp. But I’ve been
trying to work on them to make them
perfect. Something that I’m not so good
at and need to improve on is one-steps
and self-defense. I don’t think I have the
best memory so I am not good at
remembering which one-step or selfdefense goes with which number. I need

to use one of the other tenets of Tang Soo
Do, concentration, to help focus my mind
on remembering the details of our long list
of one-steps and self-defense moves.
And I need to practice them more.
I love breaking and doing weapon
forms. Breaking is one of my favorites
because I love the feeling that I get when
my foot goes right through a board like
there is nothing there. My next breaking
goal is to break a cinderblock. I’ve seen
people who did this and thought it was
very impressive. One of the weapons that
I’ve always wanted to use was the sword.
I had some practice with borrowed swords
with the Demo Team and during Black
Belt camp. Now that I’ve gotten a taste of
it I really want to learn more and have a
sword of my own. I enjoy watching my
instructors doing their sword forms. For
example, Mrs. Winsko uses the sword like
she is one with the weapon. I want to be
as good as her with a sword when I get
one.
As I mentioned earlier I have been
busy with soccer, school, track and other
activities. This makes it hard to spend as
much time as I’d like to on karate,
especially teaching, which I really like
doing. When I have had a chance to
teach I’ve learned that I am not just
teaching students but I am learning and
getting better at what I have been
teaching. That’s a great lesson for people
who are just beginning to teach. And they
shouldn’t worry about not knowing enough
to teach when they are getting started.
They’ll quickly realize that the more they
teach the better they’ll be at it.
Karate has helped me with many of
my sports and other activities. I’ve
noticed that my power and coordination in
soccer are much better because of karate.
My coach has actually told me that I am
one of the best on my team at making a
high volley kick on the ball. Karate has
also helped me with self-control which is
one of the seven tenets of Tang Soo Do.
I’ve learned to control myself if I get mad
at another player or myself. It’s also given
me the confidence to play a more physical
game.
This past year I did really well in
school and got honor roll every marking
period. I think that karate has been a big
part of my success. It’s helped me focus
more on my studies and to not stress
(Continued on page 7)
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able to attend Grandmaster Shin’s
memorial ceremony on the Sunday after
the tournament because I have to be
about taking a big test. Karate has also
somewhere else with my family. But I will
helped me stand up for myself and my
be thinking of him and all that he has done
friends. If it wasn’t for karate I wouldn’t
for me and my fellow karate students and
have the confidence to do something in a
many others on that day.
bullying situation in school.
I am working hard at improving my
One of the most useful lessons that
forms and sparring skills for the
I’ve learned from karate is that you don’t
tournament. Our demo team is working
have to take the violent way when dealing
hard on our routine and we are trying to
difficult situations. To me this means that if find as much time as possible to squeeze
the options are to walk away and have no
in extra practice before we go to North
one get hurt or fight, it’s OK to walk away.
Carolina. This weekend we are practicing
If I would ever find myself in a situation with on Friday night, Saturday, and Sunday.
those two options I would know which one We’ll be tired, giving an all-out effort
to pick because of Tang Soo Do.
(Attitude Requirement Number Three), but
it should be worth it. I am sure that it will
A big event in Tang Soo Do that is
be a tough competition but I am going to
coming up is the World Tournament. The
give it my best and will hopefully do a good
purpose of the tournament is to test our
job of representing our dojang during my
skills against other karate students from
individual events as well as with our demo
around the world, to meet many different
team.
kinds of people, to make new friends, and
When we practice Tang Soo Do in
to have fun. I am really looking forward to
tournaments and in our dojang we need to
going and competing with people from
remember that Tang Soo Do is more than
around the United States and the rest of
the world. I am particularly looking forward an art, it is a way of life. This is what the
to participating in the creativity competition “Do” in Tang Soo Do means, way of life.
as part of our dojang’s demo team. I can’t The meaning of the word was associated
with a famous Chinese philosopher named
wait to see what all of the other teams will
Lao Tze (also known as Li Er). His beliefs
be doing. And I am also excited about
came from the philosophy of Taoism.
seeing the new Burlington, NC
Some of Taoism’s principles include
headquarters. Unfortunately I will not be
My Ongoing Journey

(Continued from page 6)
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healthy living, improving one’s
temperament, and breathing exercises,
which are all things that we practice today
in Tang Soo Do. Tang Soo Do is not just
something I practice; it is a way of my life.
Now that I am preparing to take my
test for Second Dan I’ve realized that this is
just the beginning of my journey. I must be
able to demonstrate good leadership, a
positive attitude towards the dojang and
students, and even more skill than I
needed to know for my first Black Belt test.
I need to know a good amount on Tang
Soo Do’s history, philosophy, and culture. I
realize it will be a difficult test but I am
planning to be prepared to do my best.
I have a long way to go to reach the
ultimate goal as a Master. There will be a
lot more sweat as I go through the higher
ranks and more challenges along the way.
I want to thank the people who helped
me travel along my Tang Soo Do journey.
They include my family; my fellow students
and friends; my instructor Mrs. Winsko; and
my past instructors including Dr. Painter,
Mr. and Mrs. Newman, Dr. Rosenkrans,
and Mrs. Mudd. I would also like to thank
Master Lipstein, Mr. Altiere, and Master
Vaughn. Lastly I must thank Grandmaster
Jae Chul Shin for helping me learn lessons
that will help me through my entire life and
helping me get to where I am today.
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Overcoming Challenges
By Frank Altiere, Sah Dan
Throughout your life you will face
challenges. Recently, two of our senior
Black Belts were challenged with medical
situations. I will not mention their names
or their medical challenges to protect their
privacy, but these two individuals used
their Tang Soo Do training to help them
through their medical obstacles. I
watched each of them work hard towards
their recovery. I never heard them
complain, but instead they each looked
ahead and kept a positive attitude during
their recovery. One of the students even
wore his TSD shirts to his rehab sessions.
How did these students recovery so
quickly (as confirmed by their doctors)?

They:



incorporated their Tang Soo Do
training in their recovery regiment



practiced many of our tenets



received support from their Tang Soo
Do family

These two individuals are fine
examples of TSD warriors. I pray you
never have to go through what these
students endured, but if you do,
remember the lessons you learned from
your Tang Soo Do training.

Testing Your Knowledge
By Susan Thompson, E Dan
1.

While at the Seoul Moo Duk Kwan central gym, what Master did Jae C. Shin train under?
a. Duk Sung
b. Nam Suk
c. Kwai Byung
d.

Hwang Kee

2.

At the 2010 WTSDA World Championship, Grandmaster Jae Shul Shin was promoted to what rank?
b. 8th Dan
c. 9th Dan
d. 10th Dan
a. 7th Dan

3.

Grandmaster Shin has a Master’s Degree in...
a. Political Sciences
b. Physical Sciences

4.

c.

Grandmaster Shin’s first school in the United States was in...
a. Wilmington, DE
b. Philadelphia, PA
c.

Psychology

d. Criminal Justice

Burlington, NJ

d.

Trenton, NJ

5.

When Grandmaster Shin first came to the United States, he started the...
a. World Tang Soo Do Association
c. U.S. Tang Soo Do Federation
b. Tang Soo Do America
d. U.S. Tang Soo Do Association

6.

Grandmaster Shin was born in...
a. 1929
b.

d.

1958

Grandmaster Shin began his martial arts training at the age of...
a. 6
b. 10
c. 12

d.

15

Jae C. Shin became Grandmaster of the World Tang Soo Do Association on...
a. Nov. 13, 1984
b. Nov. 13, 1982
c. Nov. 11, 1984

d.

Nov. 15, 1987

Grandmaster Shin came to the United States in...
a. 1948
b. 1958

1968

d.

1982

10. Grandmaster Shin was recruited into the Korean Air Force in the year...
a. 1953
b. 1958
c. 1965

d.

1955

3. a

4. c

5. c

6. b

7. c

8. b

9. c

10. b
Dragon’s Den

c.

2. c

9.

1945

1. d

8.

c.

Answers:

7.

1936
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Unscramble the words that describe Grandmaster Shin
By Lucas Froman, E Dan

1. NHORO ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
2. MLUHITYI ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
3. OMMCITTNEM ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
4. EADRLE ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
5. CHEATRE ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
6. SMATRE ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
7. MBLEHU ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
8. NKID ___ ___ ___ ___
9. NCRIGA ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
10. DMOALEBTINI TIPSRI ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Dragon’s Den
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Grandmaster Shin Trivia
By Marcene Ameer, E Dan

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Across
2. Grandmaster Shin was recruited into this in
1958
4. Age Grandmaster Shin began his martial arts
training after being inspired by an unknown
monk
7. University Grandmaster Shin attended
8. Master who first trained Grandmaster Shin

Dragon’s Den

Down
1. Grandmaster Shin received his Master's
Degree in this
3. City in NC where Grandmaster Shin's
new headquarters is located
5. Month Grandmaster Shin created the
World Tang Soo Do Association
6. State where Grandmaster Shin set up
his 1st Tang Soo Do school in America
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
Adults
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville

Taylor Green
Kristen Bispels

Youth
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville

Bryanna Skipwith
Matteo Goettler

To the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Michael D’Annunzio
Rohan Jhunjhunwala
Christie Strowhouer
Eric Teunissen
Peter Teunissen

E Dan
Lucas Froman
Josh Pulley

And to:
WTSDA Student of the Year:
Mrs. Kristen Winsko

WTSDA 2012 Senior Male Gup Grand Champion:
Shannon Mudd

Dragon’s Den
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Chuseok
By Kristen Winsko, Sam Dan
The United States is one of many
countries that celebrates some form of
Thanksgiving. In Korea, the 15th day of
the 8th lunar month is celebrated.
Chuseok, also called Han-gawi, is
celebrated for three days. It is a festival,
celebrated in thanks of the first rice
harvest of the year.
The origins of Chuseok are unclear.
It is believed, however, that the ancient
practice of holding festivals to honor the
moon and the sun influenced the timing of
this important holiday. Like many ancient
cultures, it was common in Korea to hold
festivals under the full moon. According
to Samguksagi (The History of the Period
of the Three States), there was a weaving
match during the reign of King Yuri of Silla
(A.D. 32), called Gabae. The name
Gabae changed to Gawi over the years
and because of the alternate name of
Chuseok, it is suggested that this weaving
match which lasted one month, ending on
Chuseok day when the King decided the
winner, is the origin of the holiday. This
match ended with the loser serving the
winner food and dancing.
Traditional customs for the Chuseok
holiday include folk games, ancestormemorial services, visiting ancestral
graves, Ganggang suwollae (circle
dances), archery, Ssireum (wrestling),
juldarigi (tug-of-war!) and other games.

Tribute is paid to ancestors in thanks of a
good harvest. Families and relatives
celebrate together. Families typically visit
their ancestral homes during this holiday.
Cow and turtle playing is a tradition which
is observed and deserves some
explanation.

pepper), nurumi (all sorts of things mixed
with egg and then fried) and fruit. All are
accompanied by shindo-ju, a traditional
rice liquor. The food is arranged on tables
in a very particular order and format,
according to tradition, with fruit near the
closest edge of the table, dried fruit and
vegetables in a line
behind that, pan-fried
dishes next, meat
behind that, and finally
bowls of rice and soup.
This year, Chuseok
will be celebrated
September 29th to
October 1st.

Traditional music is played by a band
while villagers dance to the music. Two
people, disguised as a cow or turtle
appear. The cow (or turtle) and the
villagers visit the rich men’s homes where
they are served food and drinks!
Traditional foods served on Chuseok
include songpyeon (a crescent rice cake
steamed and filled
with beans,
chestnuts,
powdered sesame
or other things),
japchae (stir fried
noodles with
vegetables),
bulgogi (marinated
barbecued beef),
dakjjim (steamed
chicken with
ginger, soy and red

Sources:
Festive Occasions: The Customs in Korea
by Sŏ-sŏk Yun.
Women in Korean History by Pae-Yong
Yi, 이배용, Ted Chan.
Korean Made Easy by Chris Backe.
Korea, Be Inspired; http://
english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/AK/
AK_EN_1_5_2.jsp
Dynamic and unique Korea; http://
insidekorea.wordpress.com/
Pictures from http://
www.allkpop.com/2011/09/a-detailedexplanation-of-chuseok and http://
insidekorea.wordpress.com/2009/09/28/
chuseok

To wish someone “happy Chuseok”:

Dragon’s Den
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Women’s Self-Defense
By Kristen Winsko, Sam Dan
On Wednesday June 6th Vaughn’s
request of an attendee, about 15 women
again hosted a free women’s self-defense attended. The format was a little different
seminar. Originally organized at the
this time as we used a Black Belt class to
hold the seminar.
Moms and
daughters,
parents of
Vaughn’s
students and
others learned
some basic
awareness
information,
strikes and kicks,
as well as a few
escapes based
on the WTSDA
ho sin sul and
Hapkido. It was
an excellent
evening as there

Dragon’s Den

were enough assistants to provide oneon-one instruction to each attendee.
From Vicki Teague, the mother of
some of the attendees: “My daughters
had such a wonderful time at the class.
Not only did they learn a lot but they are
very interested in pursuing self defense.
Please let me know when and if there is
another class over the summer. I’m
hoping to be able to attend. Thanks for
everything.”
Special thanks to the following
helpers: Master Lipstein, Prof. Weinberg,
Dr. Thompson, Mr. Wolfrom, Dr. Jaffe, Mr.
Mentley, Mr. Klein, Mr. Magner, Mr. Raby,
Miss Ameer, Mr. Buckwalter, Mr.
Jhunjhunwala, Dr. Brigandi, Mr. Peters,
Mrs. Forte, Dr. Painter, Mr. Rosas, Mr.
Keller, Mrs. Mudd, Mr. Froman, and Mrs.
Strowhouer for all their help!
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Tell us what you think!

newsletter@vaughnsdojang.com

Want Ads!!!
Please give us feedback on any of the
following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!



Send an article or pictures



Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout



Comments on specific articles



Comments on specific events



Any future events you would like to see?



Any events that were disappointing?
Why?

Dragon’s Den

Cho Dan Bos! You
should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if you
are not already
assigned.
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